
 

Legacy Square Due Diligence 
Community Update – December 15, 2023 

 
The Legacy Square Advisory Group (LSAG) met on Tuesday, December 12th to participate in a Parking Exercise 
review for the Legacy Square Concept Plan.  A model using preliminary square footage and use data (retail, office, 
fitness, and multifamily units) from the Legacy Square Concept Plan was used to showcase the process and steps 
involved in evaluating parking requirements for a mix-use development.  The group expressed questions and 
provided additional feedback about the process; therefore, the Parking Exercise discussion will continue for the 
group during the next LSAG monthly meeting in January.    
 
A summary of the LSAG’s review of the Legacy Square Market Study report is shared on pages 2-5 of  
this document. 
 
 

 
 

                                                                                                                                                            VDI Concept Plan for Illustration Purposes 
Building Labels (A-F) are Used for Identification Purpose 

F&B = Food & Beverage 
 
Next Update:  The LSAG will complete their review of the Legacy Square Parking Exercise based on the Legacy 
Square Concept Plan in January.  A recap of their meeting and summary for the Parking Exercise will be shared on 
or before January 31, 2024.  

 
If you have questions or comments, please email AskVerdae@Verdae.com. 

Thank you and Happy Holidays!  
 

This update has been approved by the LSAG. 
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Legacy Square Concept Plan 
RCLCO Market Study Summary 

December 2023 
 

Earlier this year, Verdae Development (VDI) retained RCLCO to evaluate market conditions for the buildout of 
Legacy Square based on the Concept Plan that considers the addition of new office, new retail, new food & 
beverage, new single-family residential, and new multi-family residential (maximum of 175 units).   
 

  
 

The market study addressed the questions from a market perspective, and the following information is offered as 
a summary of the key findings in the report. 
 
Question 1:  What is the economic condition and projection for the area market? 
The area offers a favorable economic trajectory and market characteristics.  Over the past decade, the Greenville 
Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA) has experienced considerable expansion, consistently outpacing national 
employment growth rates.  Since 2010, MSA-wide employment has increased over 25% and added nearly 
100,000 jobs.  Despite the significant impact of the pandemic, the area has experienced a strong recovery in line 
with the rest of the country, surpassing pre-pandemic employment levels in 2022.  The market’s strong 
employment growth is expected to continue, as the business-friendly climate, population growth, and healthy 
local economy all contribute to further economic expansion. 
 
Question 2:  What is the potential of the subject site as an expanding mixed-use district? 
There is upside potential for the subject site to evolve as a vibrant mixed-use district with a more community-
oriented feel.  Positioned at the heart of the Hollingsworth Park neighborhood, the subject site offers direct 
access to abundant green space, ground-floor retail, and office spaces.  Future retail development and residential 
will continue to enhance the district’s offerings.  While current retail offerings do not equate to the scale found 
adjacent to Downtown multi-family communities, the ongoing development of the Laurens Road corridor is 
expected to greatly benefit residents at the subject site.  
  

https://www.rclco.com/


Question 3:  What is the retail demand at the subject site? 
There is sufficient demand in the immediate local area for planned retail.  The subject site’s planned retail space 
follows a “main street” format, offering a unique and walkable shopping experience in an area known for high 
incomes and increasing home prices.  Outside of existing retail, there is a demand for more locally owned 
restaurants, fitness, entertainment, and service options.  A recommended tenant mix for retail would include fast 
casual dining, an ice cream shop, additional sit-down casual dining, an expanded fitness offering, and general 
personal service retail.   

 
 

Question 4:  What are the current conditions of the local apartment market? 
The last decade suggests robust demand and continued growth for the apartment market.  The Greenville 
apartment market added significant new units in 2016-2017 and 2020, but otherwise most years saw negligible 
new supply.  The market has a healthy average vacancy rate of 6.7% and an average rent growth of 8.5% over the 
five years, with strong fundamentals bolstered by steady in-migration and employment growth.  Notably, the 
market’s quick absorption of new units amidst substantial supply surges, while maintaining low vacancy rates, 
indicates a potential unmet demand for high quality apartments to attract renters in the market. 
 
Question 5:  What is the depth of the market for rental apartments in this location? 
The subject site is uniquely positioned to attract mature professionals (ages 35-55) and empty nesters (55+), 
offering a high-end alternative that is not currently available in Greenville.  Targeting a demographic that values 
the blend of luxury and community living, the site’s spacious units and diverse floor plans cater to 
singles/couples, aligning with the preferences of potential renters who could afford homeownership but choose 
the convenience and quality of the subject property.  With luxury finishes and a prime location offering distinctive 
appeal, the subject site stands to command higher rents.   
 
 
The following report pages for Absorption Analysis, Retail Site Analysis and Trade Area, and Site Assessment 
provide additional market detail from the RCLCO report.   



 
 

 

 



 
 

The Legacy Square Advisory Group reviewed the complete market study and met to discuss the findings.   
 

Have questions or comments? Please email AskVerdae@Verdae.com. 
 

This document has been approved by the LSAG. 
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